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SERENE TRADITIONAL NATURAL ROMANCE GLAMOUR MAPEI-FLEXCOLOR-3D The new color scheme called Set Mood is divided into five collections: Serene, Traditional, Natural, Romance and Glamour, making it easier to choose the right solution to meet the requirements of each tile project and personal
preferences. Innovation through research and development is always at the forefront of Mapei's philosophy; the latest additions to the line of colored grauts have been developed using a sophisticated 3D imaging program. With the latest tile design trends in mind, Mapei is the first company working in the ceramic sector
using 3D images to explore and develop the Graats color portfolio. This cutting-edge research has enabled Mapei to develop a new color chart consisting of 5 color collections, each of which has its own unique personality. With 16 different products available in 51 shades, the collections help simplify the search for the best
results, providing complete customer satisfaction. Whether you prefer to complement the tiles with a coherent or contrasting colored graut, Mapei's Coloured Grout Collection adds a special touch to any tiled surface, allowing the customer to personalize their space by setting the desired mood. SERENE TRADITIONAL
NATURAL ROMANCE GLAMOUR Literature - Request samples If you do not live in the UK or Ireland, please request samples of solution and sealant from your local branch. Everything is dirty Mavey for ceramic tiles and stone material in accordance with the standards of EN 13888. In connection with printing processes,
colors should be seen as simply pointing to the shades of the actual product. For an accurate color presentation, please refer to Mapei Colored Grouts Designs. Colors may depend on the surface (where they are used) and the brightness of the environment. The grout colors shown here cannot accurately represent the
actual color of the installed grout because of jobsite conditions, product preparation, installation techniques, lighting, image variance on computer monitors, and the type of tile or stone used. Consequently, MAPEI makes no representation, guarantee or guarantee of any kind regarding the color, texture, appearance or
suitability of our cooing. For these characteristics, MAPEI excludes all express or implied guarantees, including but not limited to MERCHANTABILITY and FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Do you have any questions about this product? Call (888)355-6287 or email us. The questions others asked: Do you have
a color match method? I don't currently know what color name I have and am I trying to match? Thank you, -Marv-Hi Marv, thank you for your question. We have a color match specialist and she can provide free samples if you want Please send Joanne@koffler.com or feel free to call her. Thank you, Coffler's team can
Use this for vinyl name solution between them? Hello Sabrina, Thanks for your question. We do not recommend this product for the area of vinyl tile solution. However, if you want to try it, then check out the small area first. Thank you, Coffler's team Hello. I'm interested in getting the following 3 samples: cocoa, chocolate
and walnut for the following product: MAPEI Grout Refresh Colorant and Sealant - #A4622. Is it possible? Thank you Hello Mary, Thank you for your question. Of course, we provide free samples. Please send your request along with your address samples@kofflersales.com Thank you, team Koffler Thank you, team Koffler
can this product be used on the walls of tiles? Is he fat enough that he doesn't just come down to the floor? Thank you. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Hi Janet, Thank you for your question. Yes, this product can be used on tile walls for sure. Thank you, Coffler's team is interested in updating my
kitchen floor. Not sure of the color I need. Can I get samples from the next three colors 02 Pewter 103 Cobblestone 105 Driftwood Need to cover about 450 square feet. How much product I need. Hi Laura, thanks for your question. We can send you free colored chips. Please email your request along with your address,
samples@kofflersales.com Thank you, Koffler team Can you show me the colors. It's hard to choose a color just with the name of it. Thank you. Hello May, thank you for your question. Of course, please go to this product page. Then you will see a tab called Flowers, please click on this. Thanks, the Koffler team just got a
new floor-mounted solution was the way light bought solution upgrades now that do. The floor has never been cleaned so I clean then use the upgrade or use the upgrade then clean. How long did it take before you could mop? Hi Carol, thanks for your question. Please refer to this product page under the specification tab.
On the left side of Accessibility, you'll see a product data sheet that explains the proper installation instructions. Thanks, the Koffler team using Grout Refresh will this cause or can cause contact holes? How long will Grout Refresh Colorant and Sealant last? Color, etc.? Hello Stephanie, thanks for your question. We have
not heard of any problems with contact holing if the right applies. Mapei does not make any claims how long it lasts. However, we didn't experience any problems with the product not long enough and we carried it for several years. Thanks, Koffler's team What's the best way to get in off when it dries up too early or tries too
much? Hi Christopher, Thank you. your question. Once the dye has dried for 30 to 60 minutes, lightly mist the surface with water and let it stand for up to 5 minutes. Remove excess dye from the surface of the tile using water and white white Cleaned. Avoid cleaning or over-cleaning the joint solution for 20 days to complete
treatment. Thank you, Team Koffler thanks, team Koffler Hello, Can you tell me if I use Grout update in my soul, how long will it take to be completely dry so we can start taking a shower again? Thank you for your help. Hi D, Thanks for your question. The drying time is 2.5 hours. Please see the product
specifications/installation instructions placed in the specification tab on this product page. Thank you, the Koffler team is looking for a product that will seal the shower floor that is currently flowing up to the basement. We checked all the plumbing and her fine. We are sure that the 10-year-old floor has become porous. The
floor consists of 1 inch by 1 inch tile. Will your Grout upgrade the dye and sealant help stop the water leaking to the basement? Hi Greg, thanks for your question. Unfortunately, this product will not stop the floor from leaking. We really don't have the product for this solution. Thank you, Coffler's team, how long does the
sealant last? Hello Nancy, thanks for your question. It's really hard to say there are a lot of variables. The most important thing is really depends on how often the floor is cleared and maintained. If the floor is cleaned and maintained often it should last a long time. Thanks, the Koffler team used a light almond solution on a
new dropped travertine back splash in my kitchen. The grout is definitely too dark. I was told it would be a dry lighter... it's still too dark. The back burst isn't sealed yet. What can I do to make the solution easier..... We hope to make the solution extend to travertine easier too. Is it possible to place a thin layer of lighter
solution on a darker color? I need an answer soon.... Guy goes for two days to seal back a splash! Yikes I need help ... Thank you Anne Hello Ann, thanks for your question. Yes, it is normal to go from dark color to lighter, however more than 1 coat may be required and allow 1 to 2 hours between coats. Please read the
product specification document on the specification tab in the bottom left side section. We always recommend trying a small section to make sure you are getting the results you want. Thank you, Team Koffler Thank you for your response. WHAT BEST WAYS FOR APPLY IT, AND TILE SISAE 12 AND GROUT WIDTH IS
5/16 Hi Raymonde, Thank you for your question. Please feel free to click on the specification tab on this product page you will see in the bottom left box of the product data sheet. This PDF will have information about the entire installation process. To answer your question, here's a copy of one area of this sheet. Spread
evenly using a toothbrush or slick applicator, working the dye into a grout joint using and forward motion to allow the dye to penetrate the penetrate 3. If you go from dark to light, you may need more than 1 layer. Allow 1 to 2 hours between coats. 4. After the dye has dried for 30 to 60 minutes, lightly mist the surface with
water and let it stand for up to 5 minutes. Remove the excess dye from the surface of the tile using water and white nylon cleaning. Thank you team Koffler How big the area will be one bottle cover? Hi Raymonde, Thanks for your question. Coverage is 8 U.S. ounces (237 ml) from 50 to 300 sq m. (4.65 to 27.9 m2). The
speed of coverage will vary depending on the method of application, tile size, joint width and porosity. Thank you, the Koffler solution team in my shower is in very bad condition and want to hide it. Will this product do this? Can I apply it on top of the solution sealant in my soul? Hi Donald, thank you for asking. Yes, this
product can be used over the solution sealant in the shower. However, please refer to the product information sheet on this product page under the Specification tab. Thank you, Koffler team What are some non-solvent-based cleaners that can be safely used? Hello Suzanne, thank you for your question. Here are the
instructions for preparing the surface, so there is no need for a cleaner. The substrate should be clean and free of dust, dirt, oil, fat, paint, medical agents, concrete seals, weakly bonded fillings, loose particles and any other substances or conditions that can prevent or reduce adhesion. Then just apply Refresh Colorant.
Full instructions and product information are listed in the Specification tab on this product page. Thanks, team Koffler Can I use this product to spot mortar joints between pavers (outside stairs)? Hi John, thanks for your question. Unfortunately, this product is not recommended for the solution. Thank you, Koffler's team,
how much will the bottle cover ??? Hi Fred, thank you for asking. Approximate product coverage for 8 U.S. ounces (237 ml) from 50 to 300 sq m. (4.65 to 27.9 m2) - The speed of coverage will vary depending on the method of application, tile size, joint width and porosity. Thank you, Koffler's team, could you tell me if your
solution paint could get wet in the shower cubicle? Will it mold on the solution line if it gets wet. It will not be submerged. Just wet from the shower. Hi, thanks for your question. If you follow the installation instructions (listed in our specification tab) the product can get wet, just not submerged all the time, and it will not be
formed on the mortar line. Thank you, Koffler team I used Mapei GroutRefreshColorant with porcelain tiles---GREAT! Is it possible to use it with marble tiles. Thank you. Joseph, thank you for asking you a question. Yes, it can be used with marble tiles. However, the porous tile may require a pre-seal to prevent the color of
Grout Refresh from absorbing into the tile. Also, please make sure that the solution is sanded, neo-eastern, or Epoxy joints. Thank you thank you The team could you tell me if your Grout Refresh Colorant could be used over your Keracaulk product? I am looking to darken my bathroom grout and use Keracaulk for corners.
Thank you. Hi Chad, thanks for your question. Unfortunately, we have no experience of using this product over Keracalk. We recommend testing a small non-edum area first. Thank you, Coffler's team. bmw e36 328i owners manual. bmw e90 328i owners manual. bmw f30 328i owners manual. bmw 328i owners manual
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